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THE INTEGRATOR
"Everything in the universe has a rhythm, everything dances"
--Maya Angelou

We like to move it move it....Can
you move it move it?
Are you someone who marches to the beat of his or her own
drum? The fact of the matter is everyone marches to the beat of a
different drum, it is called rhythm. Rhythm is defined as a strong,
regular repeated pattern of movement or sound. People of all
cultures move their bodies to rhythms, whether drumming, singing,
dancing, or rocking an infant. Your heartbeat is rhythmic, your
breathing is rhythmic, walking is rhythmic. Rhythm specifically--makes us want to move. Take a scenario almost all have
experienced before. You are at a wedding. Everyone is socializing.
Then the DJ plays that one song—suddenly, everyone rushes to the
dance floor. Some tunes just make us want to move! The ability to
feel and interpret the strong and weak beats in a rhythm pattern
allows people to move and dance in time to music Therefore, we
develop an awareness of how we feel. Rhythm is felt, not
understood!

There is a rhythm of sleep and wakefulness, when you are hungry and when you are not. There is a rhythm of alertness
throughout your day. There is a rhythm to the way you breathe and the way you walk. Rhythm requires an alternation of
something from one state to another. Inhalation to exhalation. Awake to asleep. One thing is active and the other is not.
Our body’s internal rhythms are set neurologically in our brain stem and often we aren’t even aware of them… until they are
disrupted. Walking is one of the best examples of rhythmic activity. Your arms swing forward and backward as your hips
shift from side to side and your weight is alternating from your right leg to your left leg and back again. You don’t think about
it but your body just has just set a rhythm to your walk.
Anything that leads to an imbalance on one side over the other, or what we would call being over-lateralized, restricts
rhythm from happening without over compensation or getting strained. This could be less arm swing with walking, less hip
shifting, or less weight shift from one side to the other. If you have worked with us for therapy we understand and desire
both sides of your body to work together. This helps create efficient alternating rhythm . Normal humans aren’t the same on
both sides, don’t function the same on both sides and imbalance is inevitable and normal. But if you’ve become so overlateralized and lose your rhythm there could be issues that arise including pain, strain, or neurological symptoms like
dizziness or balance issues.
For some people the only way to really get that ‘balance’ back is through sensing, feeling and performing rhythmic activity. At
our recent symposium we learned the impact of rhythmic activities like drumming, walking with walking sticks, or just walking
to a beat (especially Lady Gaga’s songs at 120 beats per minute.) Dancing can help inhibit unwanted patterns, promote
wanted patterns, and restore a sense of balance to a whole body that runs on rhythm.
So if you are feeling extra muscle tension, strain or having a difficult time with fully integrating your PT program. Perhaps a
fun walk listening to Lady Gaga or getting your rhythm back with some drums might be the ticket for you!
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Patient Spotlight
Occasionally, when you start to
work with a patient, you don't
know the road that journey will
take you on. Dave is an avid
golfer, and in recent years he has
come to the Hruska Clinic
periodically to address issues that
have affected his golf game,
including hip pain and back pain.
Historically, Dave would come in
for just a few sessions until his
pain was gone and he would be
back on the golf course.
Dave returned to the Hruska Clinic in late 2020 to address hip and
back pain again. Although his progress was not as fast as it had been
in the past, there was noticeable progress and he was able to continue
golfing. In March of this year Dave returned not for his back or hip
pain, but he revealed to us that he had a long standing history of daily
headaches, including frequent migraines.
"I tried a lot of different types of treatments but nothing worked.
Food allergy test, Heart cath, stomach scope, CT Scan but all tests
showed nothing wrong. I saw a neurologist, an ENT, and tried
different types of medicines. Nothing worked!" --Dave
Since he had seen results for his hip and back in the past he came to
us on hoping we may have some insight into his problem.
Dave was shown he had restrictions in his neck, shoulders, and trunk
that we believed were related to his headaches. He received manual
therapy the day that he revealed his history of headaches and was
able to have several headache free days. Unfortunately, the results
didn't last. As we looked deeper into possible causes for why it wasn’t
lasting it became clear that his visual system and the way he perceived
the world were influencing how he used his body.

Do your shoes give
you rhythm?
It’s about rhythm—can you move your
body from right to left or left to right?
Can you dance and move those hips from
side to side? Many of you have heard
numerous times from the Hruska Clinic
can you “sense” your heel, arch, and toes
on the left and right side when you walk?
This question is important for your brain
to neurologically sense the floor under
your footwear so you can rhythmically
move and lateralize your body from side
to side with correct dynamic posture and
flow. In addition to sensing your entire
foot on the floor, your feet need to sense
differently on the left and right side. If
our brains don’t have this sense, your
body won’t be able to move from side to
side as you walk and can cause your body
to “lock in” or create tension thru your
neck, back, hip flexors or the foot and
ankle. If you can’t dance or move with
rhythm from left to right or right to left,
you’re “stuck.”
The shoes on the Hruska Clinic shoe list
assist with this floor sense thru your heel,
arch and toes. The Brooks Dyad is one
shoe with a unique liner. This liner is a
foam that allows patients to push into it.
This allows patients to sense the ground
under the shoe thru their entire foot
versus feeling the foot inside of the shoe.
The brain’s ability to sense the ground
under the ENTIRE shoe allow us to move
with more flow and freedom and
therefore we can dance and move our
hips from side to side with correct
biomechanical postural movement.

Dave then went through an integrated program at the Hruska Clinic
where he was assessed by an optometrist and one of our physical
therapists together. He received a pair of glasses that allowed his two
eyes to work together, perceive the world around him in a more
“normal” fashion which let his body and visual system immediately
relax. Dave reports that the day he received his glasses he had a
headache coming on, and within minutes of putting his new glasses on
his head relaxed and his headache went away. Dave now feels he has
a new lease on life. Oh, and his hip and back pain have resolved as
well!
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